Affiliation Sample Requirements

Only ONE sample is required if:


Please mail or email ONE work sample (per rights holder type, i.e. writer and visual artist) to Access Copyright that includes a photocopy or scan of each of the following:

a. The book cover
b. The copyright page of the book with your name clearly credited as the writer/visual artist
c. For Visual Artists - one page of your visual work as it appears in the book

At least THREE samples are required if:

Your work is an image, poem, article, short story, chapter, or any other type of excerpt, published in newspapers, magazines, journals, books with ISBNs, books without ISBNs or self-published books.

Please mail or email THREE work samples (per rightsholder type, i.e. writer and visual artist) to Access Copyright. Work samples cannot appear in the same publication unless they have been published in three separate issues. One of your work samples must be from a publication with an ISBN or an ISSN in order to be eligible to affiliate with Access Copyright as a creator affiliate. If you are submitting work samples published in an online-only newspaper, magazine or journal, the publication must have a valid ISSN.

For each sample, please provide photocopies or scans of the following from the published edition of the work:

a. The cover of the work (e.g., cover of the magazine, newspaper, journal or book that your work appears in)
b. The copyright page of the book or masthead of the serial publication
c. For Writers – the first page your work appears on in the publication
d. For Visual Artists - one page of your visual work as it appears in the publication with a credit to you as the visual artist.